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Abstract. Steady state contingency analysis aims at the assessment of the risk
certain contingencies may pose to an electrical network. This is a particularly
important task of network operators, especially as network stability issues
become of prime importance in the current era of electricity deregulation. The
article focuses on the analysis of experimental data that are produced through
operating point simulation, contingency application, machine- learning cross
validation (based on pre-contingency network index selection algorithms) to
point out the “nature” of given contingencies. Experimental statistical results of
contingency prediction and selected network state indicators are translated to
electric network data in an effort to further interpret the “nature” of each
contingency and produce effective predicting algorithms that support operators.

Introduction
Application of machine learning techniques to security assessment of electrical
networks has been proposed by many researchers [1]. In this paper we discuss the
process of simulating many different operating points (OPs) of a network through the
variation of three parameters: the load level, the unit commitment and the network
topology [2]. The idea of training of machine learning algorithm on a per contingency
basis for subsequent contingency predictions using a preclassified learning set (LS) of
operating states or operating points (OPs) is described in detail in [3].
In this paper, a more extended contingency analysis study is presented, where the
contingencies examined can be classified in groups of interest. Experimental data
demonstrate that combinations of contingencies tend to produce behavior of
incremental nature in what concerns their predictability when machine learning tools
are used. It can also be assumed that the consequences a contingency may entail to a
network may be reflected on the information value of the active or reactive power
network indices calculated at pre-contingency times. Sensitivity analysis results about
various machine learning algorithms implemented as well as various training to
testing split quotas, also lead to interesting results, showing a per contingency
consistency in predictions. Experimental results also show that for every contingency
to a certain extent the predictive powers of the machine learning tools are influenced
by the distribution of the prediction classes in the training data set.
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The experimental environment
For the needs of our study the electric network of the Greek island of Crete has been
used. fig. 1(a).
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Fig. 1. (a) The electrical network of Crete. (b) The effect of the 15 contingencies studied on the
1031 Operating Points of the network of Crete.

Screened simulated variations in network connectivity, load level and generation
plan lead to diversified Operating Points (OPs) that are representative of possible
states of the electric network. The experimental environment of the simulated OPs
considered 22 scenarios of line outages. 10 load levels were considered during OP
simulation ranging from full load scenario to 70% of it. Also 6 different generation
scenarios were applied. Thus 22x10x6=1320 OP scenarios were simulated, 1031 of
which were violations free and were saved in the OP repository. Subsequently, 15 line
outage events, defined as contingencies under study, were applied on the 1031
simulated OPs.
The effect of contingencies on the OPs was classified in three discreet categories
“innocent”, “non-conversion” and “violations”. The classification of the contingency
outcome for all OPs is depicted in fig. 1(b), which demonstrates that there are
potentially dangerous (C8 to C15) and harmless (C2, C4, C5 C7) contingencies. The
contingency effect distribution to classes varies. The questions set focus on the
predictability of the effect of these contingencies in relation to selected network
characteristics, automatic learning algorithms used and training to testing data split
quotas.

A study on feature selection
For most machine learning algorithms that are insensitive to feature redundancy, the
selection of additional features will always lead to improvement (even marginal) of
the performance achieved, no matter the computational overhead. For instance C4.5
deals remarkably well with irrelevant and redundant information, which is why
feature selection has generally resulted in little if any improvement in its accuracy.
In the paper we assume that feature selection algorithms can be applied on the
contingencies we study in a “reverse engineering” way, outlining the electrical
behavior of the contingencies. For our study, we combined results out of five different
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feature selection algorithms and searching methods, included in [4]: The
CfsSubsetEval algorithm selects a number of the most prevalent features while the
WrapperSubsetEval, the InfoGainAttributeEval and the GainRatioAttributeEval
algorithms rank all available features according to their predicting powers.
In our study, from a total of 19 candidate features the most prevalent features of the
selection algorithms were split into two sets of importance marked in common with
“1” and “2” (the most significant ones – selected by both BestFirst and
RandomSearch CfsSubSetEval algorithms). Corollary, the eight most significant
features were selected using these algorithms and marked with “1” and “2” (the most
significant features). The results from all algorithms were marked in an aggregate
table on a scale 1 to 4.
Typical examples of the features of this table (that refer to pre - contingency
application saved OPs network indices) are:

⎛P
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• QMargin1,2,4: Reactive power margins. Calculated over QI =
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for values of n equal to 0.5, 1 and 2 respectively [9], [4]. An extensive discussion of
indices that can be used for this problem is included in [10].

Table 1. Results from all features selections algorithms used marked in a scale of 1 to 4 (the
most significant ones)
Features
RedLoad%
Lines
TotalRating
TotalPLoad
TotalPGen
TotalQLoad
TotalQGen
VoltStabIdx
MVAFlow
MVAFlDivRat
P%Losses
PVIndex
QVIndex
PMargin1
PMargin2
PMargin4
QMargin1
QMargin2
QMargin4
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This way, for every contingency, four significant sets of features are formed.
Features marked with “4” named “red” areas (the most significant ones), with “3” “orange” areas, with “2” - “green” areas and with “1”, “grey” areas (the less
significant ones). In our study, the following sets of features were considered for cross
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validation contingency analysis:
•
•
•
•
•

“Red” features.
“Red” and “orange” features.
“Red”, “orange” and “green” features.
“Red”, “orange”, “green” and “grey” features.
All available features.

So, our proposed strategy consists of experimenting with the “most significant”
sets of features, gradually enriching them with the “less and less significant” ones,
ending up using all available features, no matter the redundancy. The proposed
technique is useful for assessing the trade off of the enlarging set of features to the
computational overhead. Like this, a “threshold” of features can be set for every
examined contingency.

Experimental results
For all planned experiments and contingencies applied on the simulated OPs, the data
were split in 70% - 30 % machine learning training and testing sets respectively and
40-fold cross validations were carried out, considered enough for avoiding bias.
The following machine learning algorithms were implemented: J48 (C4.5 Decision
Trees) [11], NNge (Nearest Neighbor with Generalization) [12], BayesNet (K2, B
Bayes networks) [13], MLP - MultilayerPerceptron [14]. The main conclusions of the
study are:
• The NNge algorithm for all chromatic areas achieves the best predictions and
exhibits the least diversions per chromatic area. Best predictions are then attained
by the J48, the MLP and the BayesNet algorithms. (fig. 2(b)) After NNge, the
BayesNet and the J48 algorithms also exhibit smaller diversions per chromatic area
than the MLP algorithm. (fig. 2(a))
• Fig. 5(b) shows that for the BayesNet, the J48 and the NNge algorithms the orange
area can be considered as a significant threshold set of features combining a
relatively high predictability with a rather restricted set of features.
The MLP algorithm exhibits a rather “greedy” behavior in what concerns
extending chromatic areas of features (fig. 2(b)).
On the contrary, the BayesNet algorithm for the orange area reaches its highest
predictability further addition of features deteriorates its predictability (especially
when all features are used). Langley and Sage [15], elucidate this behavior of the
Bayesian algorithm mentioning that the predictability of the Bayesian algorithm is
improved when redundant features are removed. This property of the Bayesian
algorithm shown in fig. 2(b), supports our assumption of considering the orange
area of features as a threshold set of features.
• It was also found that on a per contingency basis, for all chromatic areas and
machine learning algorithms applied, the predictability of each contingency, when
compared to the predictability of another contingency, it tends to fluctuate in a
similar way. Thus, contingencies C1 to C8 tend to exhibit higher prediction rates and
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lower percentile correct prediction spread rates, while this does not seem the case
for contingencies C9 to C15.
Red to Grey area Data Set Prediction Spreads per Contingency and Algorithm
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Fig. 2. (a) Maximal averaged percentile correct prediction spread rates among all chromatic
areas for the ML algorithms (b) 15 Contingency averaged percentile correct prediction rates
per chromatic area of data (including all available features) for the ML algorithms

We assume that these permanent fluctuations in the predictability of all
contingencies depend on the “nature” of each contingency. Attempting to further
interpret the role of the “nature” of a contingency, we presume that it can be
explained in statistical and electrical terms.
In statistical terms, we suppose that the distribution of the outcome of the
application of a contingency for all 1031 OPs to the classes (“Innocent”, “Operating
violations” and “Non conversion of the power flow algorithm”) is related to the
predictive powers of the machine learning algorithms. This relation is investigated
next.
For this reason, we calculate the standard deviations of the class distribution
outcomes of each contingency (fig. 1(b)). Provided that the standard deviations of
all contingencies fluctuate between the values 93.11 to 566.91, dividing them by 6,
we transform them in a percentile scale. Considering the best prediction curves for
the NNge and the J48 algorithms, we also transform the data on a percentile scale
using the transformations J48’(i) = (J48(i) -Min{J48(1) .. J48(15)})*10+2 and
NNge’ = (NNge(i)-Min{NNge(1) .. NNge(15)}) *10+5, where the index i refers to
any of the 15 contingencies. Then, the average of the J48’ and NNge’ prediction is
considered. All transformations are depicted in fig. 3.
Comparing the Std and the AVG curves of fig. 3 for all 15 contingencies, we
observe that the initial distribution of the effect of the contingencies to the network
is related to the achieved prediction rates of the machine learning algorithms. This
can be considered the statistical explanation to the nature of a contingency.
Statistical analysis correlation coefficient ρ was found equal to 0.9605,
demonstrating a strong correlation between these two curves.

Discussion of the Results
A rough electric profile of a contingency can be easily outlined through the
contingency application outcome class distribution, as well as through the ranking of
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the most significant network indices - or machine learning features - that the feature
selection algorithms indicate, see Table 1.
This way, fig. 1(b) provides a contingency outcome overview, enabling a general
contingency risk assessment; while the view included in Table 1 supports an electric
interpretation of the results.
Class distribution deviations vs J48 / NNge predictions
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Fig. 3. 15 Contingency linear transformations of the class distribution outcomes standard
deviations (fig. 2), versus the transformed J48’ and NNge’, all features predictions.

Indeed, the most significant features can characterize a contingency as potentially
harmful to the active power level, or the reactive power level / voltage profile, or
both. So, when most significant network indices such as the “MVAFlow”,
“MVAFlowDivRat”, the “PVIndex” or the “Pmargin1,2,4”, are selected, then the
contingency can be considered as potentially harmful at the active power level. When
indices such as the “VoltStabIdx”, the “QVIndex”, or the “QMargin1,2,4” are selected
as the most significant ones, then the contingency can be considered as potentially
harmful to the reactive power / voltage profile level. When mixed indices are selected,
then we can suppose the contingency exhibits a mixed behavior.
If we try to provide an electrical explanation of results such as prediction rates, most
significant selected features and contingency distributions, we have to refer to the
contingency definitions themselves.
Useful conclusions can come out of such an approach:
Contingencies C9 to C15 include the MVAFlow and MVAFlDivRat features in the red
area (containing the most significant features), while PMargin1 and PMargin4
features are included to subsequent orange and green areas. We can so consider these
contingencies as potentially harmful to the active power level. From fig. 2, we can
also observe similar contingency output distributions. If we refer to the contingency
definitions, (fig. 1) we can conclude that the line (6,11) outage, that is common to all
C9 to C15 contingencies leads to active power level problems.
Corollary, contingencies like the C2, C5 and C7 indicating more significant features
such as the TotalQGen, VoltStabIdx, QMargin1 and Qmargin4 can be considered as
contingencies potentially harmful to the reactive power / voltage profile level.
Contingencies as C1 and C4 exhibit a rather mixed behavior.
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Experimental results indicate an incremental effect in what concerns the behavior of
certain line outages (contained in certain contingency definitions). Thus, certain
contingencies can be characterized by the cumulative effects of the line outages they
contain.
For instance contingency C1, that is a one-line outage contingency - (line (2, 4)) causes “Violations” for 31% of OP cases. (fig. 2). On the contrary, the one line outage
contingency C2 - (line (4, 6)) – results in “Violations” for less than 4% of the cases.
We can suppose that C1 is more dangerous than C2, no matter if both contingencies
are neighboring ones, (having bus 4 in common). Indeed, if we refer to the base case
scenario, line (2, 4) transmits 100 MW, while line (4,6) 42 MW.
Contingencies C8 and C7 are generalizations of C1 and C2 respectively, including the
(6, 7) line outage too. This is also the case for contingencies C10 and C11 that are
generalizations of C1 and C2, including the (6, 11) line outage too.
According to fig. 2, as expected, C8 is more dangerous than C7 as well as C10 more
dangerous than C11. This partially explains the role of the “nature” of a contingency
that also lies in the role of every outaged line as constituent part of a contingency.
Prediction rates are also lower for more dangerous and in a way more difficult to
predict contingencies. So, predictions for C1 are lower than C2, as C8 are lower than
C7, while in what concerns contingencies C10 and C11, the differences in predictions
are rather small.

Conclusions
Experimental results discussed in this article lead to interesting conclusions:
Graphical visualization of populations of features shows aggregation of outcome
classes to Gaussian regions of interest and proves very helpful for contingency
analysis. This applies to the distributions of the outcome of contingencies (fig. 2), as
well as to the outcome per network index used.
Best feature selection algorithms tend to point out to the most significant power
transmission indices and / or voltage profile indices, automatically sketching out the
nature of a contingency.
The role of the nature of a contingency has been investigated. This is partially
explained in statistical terms such as the contingency application outcome class
distributions, the selected sets of features (chromatic areas) and the machine learning
algorithms used. In electrical terms the role of constituent elements of each
contingency has been analyzed, such as single line outages contained in contingency
definitions, and the incremental effect of multiple components outage.
Experimental results lead to different sets of features that are suitable for predictions
of each contingency. A threshold can be set between the number of features and the
improved predictions trade-off. Machine learning tools and feature selection tools can
be helpful at such a quest, also outlining the expected performance of classes of
contingencies from a machine learning perspective.
The predictions have been checked against various training to testing data split quotas
and exhibited high prediction rates for all cases, as well as common behaviors on a
per contingency basis. Similar behaviors have been identified during data set feature
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selection analysis, machine learning tool selection analysis and data set split quota
analysis. An optimization of all these factors on a per contingency basis can lead to
improved predictions for steady state machine learning contingency analysis.
For the majority of the experiments carried out the nearest neighbor algorithm seems
to achieve the best results. Generalizing, we can conclude that the application of
instance based learning algorithms to static electric contingency analysis problems
presents advantages.
The reported study combined machine learning techniques with statistical modeling,
proving that such approaches are suitable for hard engineering applications in such
fields like electrical networks analysis and operation.
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